Press release
“Future Innovations by Schüschke” at the AIX 2018

Kirchentellinsfurt, 05 March 2018 – From 10th to 12th of April 2018,
Schüschke will be exhibiting in Hall B7 at stand 7A29 at the Aircraft Interiors Expo (AIX) in Hamburg. The processor of the solid surface material
Varicor®, used in the aircraft industry, gives an insight into its latest product developments. Schüschke will be reflecting the trade fair motto "Future Innovations" with promising new developments: Visitors can look
forward to numerous innovations.
Schüschke presents solutions from the Economy-, Business- and First
Class categories. „We want to surprise our customers and the airlines and
offer added value with products you would not have expected from
Schüschke“, explains Thomas Mauthe, Managing Director of Schüschke
GmbH & Co. KG.
How well this works is demonstrated by Schüschke in Hamburg with the
further development of the solid surface material Varicor®, which now
meets the requirements of the heat release rate for cabins. The company
is no longer only active in the lavatories sector, but also expanding its
product portfolio to the galley and cabin.
„The close interaction with our customers and the need to drive innovation
fosters the inventiveness of our research and development department,"
says Mauthe. Among other things, Schüschke is presenting a washbasin
with a tiled rear wall from First Class.

The washbasin solution offers the optimum balance of functional premium
comfort and customized airline design. The tile structure has been specifically developed further.
Individualization plays an increasingly important role in the aviation industry: Each customer is unique and defined by its own personal corporate
design. Schüschke would like to meet this desire for uniqueness by developing individual solutions around the topic of "flexible and intelligent cabin
concepts" with the help of creative developments.
We look forward to demonstrating at AIX 2018 which innovative solutions
of the future we are working to further improve the performance of the
Economy, Business and First Class. We are looking forward to the feedback from our visitors“, says Judith Kaltarar, responsible for marketing at
Schüschke.
Future Innovations by Schüschke presents a variety of ideas that offer aircraft manufacturers and airlines numerous advantages and create a significant added value for passengers. In future, the company will be positioning itself in the market under the banner of "more than washbasins".
About Schüschke
The Schüschke Group, Kirchentellinsfurt, Germany, is a processing company for products
made of the solid surface material Varicor®. The group has produced customized products for the aerospace industry, commercial public sanitation sector and housings for
medical technology for the past 31 years.
The group is a First-Level-Supplier and Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). The
products and business procedures are certified in conformity with EASA 21G, EASA 145
and DIN ISO EN 9100-2009. In all fields of business the highest quality aviation standards are adapted and applied. Schüschke offers turnkey solutions for all requirements:
For fitting out lavatories in First Class, Business Class or Economy Class, the highest
levels of craftsmanship and technical expertise are combined.
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